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Abstract
We present the second-order gravitational dynamics for a spacetime inhabited by matter fields
which feature vacuum birefringence. The derivation follows a perturbative variant of the covariant
constructive gravity program, ensuring diffeomorphism invariance of gravity and causal compat-
ibility of matter theory and gravity. A subsequent spatio-temporal split of this theory reveals
the presence of unphysical artifacts, which are cured by imposing constraints on the gravitational
constants, reducing their number from ten to seven. Within this sector, we derive the gravita-
tional radiation emitted by a binary system in circular motion. The system emits massless waves
which correspond to the radiation predicted by Einstein gravity, but also massive waves, which are
generated only above a certain angular frequency threshold and are unknown to Einstein gravity.
A gravitational-wave detector modeled as sphere of freely falling test masses shows quantitatively
and qualitatively new behavior under the influence of this radiation. The result is a prediction
of a gravitational self-coupling effect from first principles, demonstrating the predictive power of
covariant constructive gravity for modified gravity research.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The first earth-bound detections of gravitational waves by the LIGO and Virgo collabo-
rations [1] opened up a new avenue for research on modified gravity. These high-precision
experiments demonstrated the feasibility of measuring tiny oscillations of spacetime that
have their origin in faraway astrophysical events. Any modified theory of gravity that intro-
duces changes to the generation, propagation, or detection of gravitational waves is now—in
principle—falsifiable in this regard.
Using the example of area metric gravity, we demonstrate how the covariant constructive
gravity program [2] can be employed to construct gravitational theories that predict quan-
titatively and qualitatively new effects concerning gravitational radiation. Just like general
relativity provides the dynamics for the spacetime metric governing Maxwell electrodynam-
ics and similar field theories, area metric gravity provides the dynamics for the geometry
governing a birefringent generalization of Maxwell electrodynamics.
The derivation of novel effects of gravitational radiation in area metric gravity is divided
into three parts: First, in Sect. II, we are concerned with the construction of area metric
gravity as the gravitational theory consistent with birefringent generalizations of Maxwell
electrodynamics. For this purpose, we revert to previous results [2], but shortly review the
construction procedure in order to keep the article self-contained.
In Sect. III, we perform a 3+1 split of the thus obtained gravitational field equations.
These equations turn out to be too general, allowing for unphysical behavior of solutions.
Consequently, we restrict the theory to a subsector with sane phenomenology.
With the newly constructed theory at hand, we then turn to the emission of gravitational
waves from a binary system in the third part, Sect. IV. First, we solve the problem in metric
general relativity in order to establish a procedure which we subsequently adapt to area
metric gravity. Finally, we consider a detector for gravitational waves modeled as sphere of
freely falling test masses and derive the signal induced by gravitational radiation emitted
from the binary system.
2
II. PERTURBATIVE CONSTRUCTION OF AREA METRIC GRAVITY
A. General linear electrodynamics
Our considerations start out from the assumption that spacetime is filled with matter
obeying the laws of general linear electrodynamics (GLED). GLED is the most general
theory of electrodynamics where electric charge and magnetic flux are conserved and the
superposition principle holds [3, 4]. In a very specific sense, this theory is more general than
Maxwell electrodynamics: While the dynamics of the electromagnetic field in Maxwell’s
theory are governed by a Lorentzian metric g,
SMaxwell =
∫ √−ggacgbdFabFcd d4x, (1)
where F is the field-strength 2-form, the dynamics of GLED employ a higher-rank tensor
field G,
SGLED =
∫
ωGG
abcdFabFcd d
4x. (2)
The tensor field G is subject to the symmetries
Gabcd = Gcdab = −Gbacd (3)
and ωG is a 1-density derived from G. We call G the area metric and the corresponding
vector bundle Farea ⊂ T 4M with fiber dimension 21 the area metric bundle. Of course
Maxwell electrodynamics is contained within GLED by choosing
Gabcd = gacgbd − gadgbc +√−gabcd (4)
and
ωG =
1
24
abcdG
abcd. (5)
A distinctive feature of GLED is the causality of light rays. The wave covector k of a ray
subject to Maxwell electrodynamics is constrained to the quadratic surface
g(k, k) = 0, (6)
which is nothing other than the well-known light cone in relativity. In GLED, however, the
surface of causal wave covectors is given by the quartic constraint
P (k) := − 1
24
ω−2G mnpqrstuG
mnraGbpscGdqtukakbkckd
= 0.
(7)
3
The object P , often referred to as Fresnel polynomial in the literature, is the principal poly-
nomial for the GLED field equations and has been calculated in this context by Rubilar
[5]. An important qualitative difference between (6) and (7) is that, in Maxwell electrody-
namics, there is only one admissible wave covector in spacetime for each spatial codirection,
while in GLED there are, in general, two.1 The consequence is a polarization-dependent
speed of light, or, more succinctly, vacuum birefringence. In the following, we explore the
gravitational ramifications of allowing for such birefringence in electrodynamics.
B. Perturbative construction
Our method of choice for deriving gravitational dynamics compatible with GLED is co-
variant constructive gravity as introduced in [2]. This approach provides a precise procedure
for constructing the second-order Lagrangian
L : J2Farea → Λ4M (8)
over the second-order jet bundle J2Farea based on two fundamental axioms on the dynamics
from L: diffeomorphism invariance and causal compatibility with matter dynamics. The
perturbative variant yields a perturbative expansion of L around a flat expansion point N .
Since our ultimate goal is the prediction of a second-order effect, we construct the Lagrangian
up to third order,
L = a0 + aAH
A + a IA H
A
I
+ aABH
AHB + a IAB H
AHBI + a
p q
A B H
A
pH
B
q
+ aABCH
AHBHC + a IABC H
AHBHCI + a
p q
AB C H
AHBpH
C
q +O(H3).
(9)
The notation is borrowed from [2]: We make use of the coordinate chart (xm, GA, GAp, G
A
I)
on J2Farea, the coordinate representation L = Ld4x, and the coordinate deviation H from
the expansion point N ,
(HA, HAp, H
A
I) := (G
A −NA, GAp, GAI). (10)
1 This stems from the fact that for fixed spatial components, the constraints on the wave covector reduce to
quadratic (Maxwell) or quartic (GLED) equations for the temporal component. Consequently, there are
two solutions in Maxwell electrodynamics—one future-directed and one past-directed—but four solutions
in GLED, two of which are future-directed.
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An appropriate expansion point is2
Nabcd = ηacηbd − ηadηbc + abcd, (11)
since the two requirements formulated in [2] are satisfied: N is Lorentz invariant and reduces
GLED to Maxwell electrodynamics on Minkowski spacetime. Hence, N provides a suitable
background for predicting first- and second-order gravitational effects of birefringence.
The fact that the expansion (9) is around a Lorentz invariant point already reduces the
coefficients a0, aA, . . . to Lorentz invariant tensors [2]. For exactly this reason, we refrained
from introducing coefficients with only a single derivative index, such as a pA , because they
drop out anyway when implementing Lorentz invariance. We will also set the coefficients
aA to zero, because otherwise the flat expansion point N would not be a solution to the
Euler-Lagrange equations, contradicting the premise of perturbation theory. Since it is very
straightforward to infer a0 = 0 from diffeomorphism invariance, we also drop this coefficient.
Efficient computer algebra [6, 7] yields a 237-dimensional basis for the remaining coeffi-
cients
a IA , aAB, a
I
AB , a
p q
A B , aABC , a
I
ABC , a
p q
AB C , (12)
which is enumerated in Appendix A. We used the same software suite [7, 8] in order to
evaluate the perturbative expansion of the diffeomorphism equivariance conditions for (9),
which results in a linear system constraining the 237 expansion coefficients. Solving this
system reduces the number of free parameters, which play the role of gravitational constants
for area metric gravity, to 50. The reduction is displayed in Appendix B.
The last step of the construction procedure is to adapt the causality of the newly con-
structed gravitational theory to the causality of GLED. Because we constructed the theory
up to second-order equations of motion, the principal polynomial is of first order. Axiom 2
formulated in [2] now requires that the corresponding null surfaces and hyperbolicity cones
of the gravitational polynomial match the null surfaces and hyperbolicity cones of the GLED
polynomial up to first order. To this end, we expand the polynomial (7) as
PGLED = {[1− 1
24
(H)]η(k, k) +
1
2
H(k, k)}2 +O(H2)
=: [P (1)]2 +O(H2),
(13)
2 This definition of N is formulated using a coordinate-induced chart on T 4M . The transition to the chart
on Farea can be made using the intertwiner technique [2].
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where (H) = abcdH
abcd and H(k, k) = ηacH
abcdkbkd. Below, also the abbreviation η(H) =
ηacηbdH
abcd will be used. It is now a remarkable consequence of the diffeomorphism equiv-
ariance of (9) that we actually do not need to enforce this matching up to our desired
perturbation order, because it already follows from equivariance. In the remainder of this
section we establish this fact, starting with proving that the Euler-Lagrange equations to a
diffeomorphism equivariant Lagrangian are a tensor density of weight 1.
Proposition 1. Let F be a sub-bundle of some tensor bundle over the 4-dimensional space-
time manifold M and L : J2F → Λ4M be a diffeomorphism equivariant Lagrangian with
coordinate representation L = Ld4x which is degenerate in the sense that the Euler-Lagrange
equations
EA =
δL
δGA
= L:A −DpL p:A +DpDqL pq:A , (14)
where Dpf = f:AG
A
p + f
q
:A G
A
pq + f
qr
:A G
A
pqr, are of second derivative order, i.e., also
functions on J2F . Let an infinitesimal diffeomorphism on M induced by a vector field ξ lift
to F as
δξG
A = CA mB nG
Bξn,m. (15)
It follows that the Euler-Lagrange equations are diffeomorphism equivariant w.r.t. the
diffeomorphism-induced action on Λ4M ⊗ F ∗. In particular, the local representation (14)
exhibits the infinitesimal transformation behavior
δξEA = EAξ
m
,m − EBCB mA nξn,m. (16)
Proof. The equivariance of the Lagrangian implies infinitesimally
δξL = L,mξ
m + L:AδξG
A + L p:A δξG
A
p + L
pq
:A δξG
A
pq
= Lξm,m.
(17)
Expanding EA by using its definition (14) and subsequently making use of (17) in the
infinitesimal transformation
δξEA = EA:BδξG
B + E pA:B δξG
B
p + E
pq
A:B δξG
B
pq (18)
yields equation (16).
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This property immediately translates into the principal symbol of the Euler-Lagrange
equations being a tensor density of weight 1.
Proposition 2. Consider the same situation as in Proposition 1. The principal symbol of
the Euler-Lagrange equations
TAB = E
pq
A:B kpkq (19)
for a covector k ∈ T ∗M exhibits the infinitesimal transformation behavior
δξTAB = TABξ
m
,m − TCBCC mA nξn,m − TACCC mB nξn,m. (20)
Proof. A covector k ∈ T ∗M transforms infinitesimally as
δξka = knξ
n
,a. (21)
Expanding TAB using its definition (19) and employing (16) and (21) in the infinitesimal
transformation
δξTAB = TAB:CδξG
C + T pAB:C δξG
C
p + T
pq
AB:C δξG
C
pq +
∂TAB
∂ka
δξka (22)
yields (20).
With the principal symbol being a tensor density of weight 1, we are now in a position to
prove the central result. Four our purposes, we are only interested in Lagrangians that yield
principal symbols which do not depend on derivatives of the gravitational field. Otherwise,
it would be impossible to reconcile the causality of gravitational dynamics with matter
dynamics, where the gravitational field only contributes locally. In other words, TAB is a
function on F ⊕ T ∗M . This reduces the principal symbol to
TAB =
[
L pq:A:B + L
pq
:A :B − L p q:A :B
]
kpkq. (23)
In particular, TAB is symmetric. In light of this symmetry and the diffeomorphism equiv-
ariance (16), it is straightforward to see that, speaking in terms of linear algebra, the four
vectors
χA(i) = C
A p
B iG
Bkp for i = 1 . . . 4 (24)
span the right and left kernel of the principal symbol,
0 = TABχ
A
(i) = TBAχ
A
(i). (25)
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This is a consequence of the four-dimensional gauge symmetry in diffeomorphism invariant
field theory. In such a situation, where the principal symbol is a square, singular matrix,
the principal polynomial P is given by the adjugate matrix [9, 10]
QA1...A4B1...B4 =
∂4 detT
∂TA1B1 . . . ∂TA4B4
= i1...i4j1...j4
[
Π4l=1χ
Al
(il)
χBl(jl)
]
P.
(26)
In particular, P is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2N − 16, with N being the fiber
dimension of F . We now turn back to the bundle in question, Farea, and prove that, up
to second perturbation order in the Euler-Lagrange equations and, consequently, up to first
perturbation order in the principal polynomial, there is no causality mismatch left to be
fixed. Diffeomorphism invariance of the gravitational dynamics is sufficient to constrain the
principal polynomial to the GLED polynomial.
Theorem 1. Consider the same situation as in Proposition 1 with F = Farea. Let TAB be
independent from the derivatives of the gravitational field, i.e., be a function on F ⊕ T ∗M .
The principal polynomial P , as defined in (26), is a scalar density of weight 57. In particular,
it exhibits the infinitesimal transformation behavior
δξP = 57 · Pξm,m. (27)
To first order in the expansion G = N + H of the area metric field with N as in (11), the
principal polynomial is equivalent to the GLED principal polynomial P (1),
P = [ωP (1)]13 +O(H2). (28)
ω denotes a 57
13
-density on Farea. In particular, both polynomials describe the same null
surfaces and hyperbolicity cones.
Proof. The area metric field transforms under infinitesimal spacetime diffeomorphisms as
δξG
A = CA mB nG
Bξn,m = −4JAabcnIabcmBGBξn,m. (29)
I and J are a choice of constant injection and surjection, respectively, relating T 4M with its
sub-bundle Farea such that J ◦ I = id [2]. It is straightforward to see that the functions χA(i)
spanning the left and right kernel of TAB are tensor-valued, i.e., transform infinitesimally as
δξχ
A
(i) = C
A m
B nχ
B
(i)ξ
n
,m + χ
A
(m)ξ
m
,i. (30)
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Putting everything together, we first calculate
δξQ
A1...A4B1...B4
= δξ
[
4
21!
A1...A21B1...B21TA5B5 · · ·TA21B21
]
= 59 ·QA1...A4B1...B4ξm,m
+ CA1 mA nQ
AA2A3A4B1...B4ξn,m + . . .
+ CB4 mB nQ
A1...A4B1B2B3Bξn,m
(31)
and
δξ
[
a1...a4b1...b4Π4i=1χ
Ai
(ai)
χBi(bi)
]
= 2 · a1...a4b1...b4ξm,mΠ4i=1χAi(ai)χBi(bi)
+ CA1 mA n
a1...a4b1...b4ξn,mχ
A
(a1)
· · ·χB4(b4) + · · ·
+ CB4 mB n
a1...a4b1...b4ξn,mχ
A1
(a1)
· · ·χB(b4).
(32)
When verifying both calculations, the identities [a1...a4T a]... = 0 and [A1...A21TA]... = 0 come
in handy. Substituting (31) and (32) in the infinitesimal transformation of P as defined in
(26) yields the transformation of a density of weight 57,
δξP = 57 · Pξm,m. (33)
This is equivalent to the symmetric coefficients P a1...a26 being a tensor density of weight 57.
For such a bundle function, we set up the diffeomorphism equivariance equations in PDE
form (see [2])
P a1...a26,m = 0 (34)
P a1...a26:AC
A m
B nG
B = 57 · P a1...a26 − 26 · Pm(a1...a25δa26)n.
The constant Lorentz-invariant ansatz to first order reads3
P = η(k, k)13 + A · (H)η(k, k)13 +B · η(H)η(k, k)13 + C ·H(k, k)η(k, k)12 +O(H2). (35)
Evaluating and solving the equivariance equations results in the most general principal
polynomial of area metric gravity to first order, which after “completing the thirteenth
power”4 amounts to
P =
{[
1− 35
12 · 13(H) +
A
13
·
(
η(H)− 1
2
(H)
)]
η(k, k) +
1
2
H(k, k)
}13
+O(H2). (36)
3 The first coefficient can be absorbed into an irrelevant overall factor, so we set it to 1.
4 1 + +O(2) = [1 + 13 ]13 +O(2)
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Using the same procedure as above to derive the most general scalar density ω of weight 57
13
on Farea, we find
ω = 1 + A
[
η(H)− 1
2
(H)
]
− 19
8 · 13(H) (37)
and by simple multiplication of ω with P (1) (see Eq. 13) finally verify assertion (28).
III. 3+1 SPLIT OF AREA METRIC GRAVITY
A. Sliced spacetime
Because the field equations to the just devised theory are—as it will turn out—hyperbolic,
we now turn to a 3+1 formulation where the initial value problem becomes manifest. This
will later be the starting point for the prediction of gravitational radiation in Sect. IV.
Definition 1 (slicing). Let M be a four-dimensional spacetime manifold. A slicing of M is
a diffeomorphism
φ : Σ× R→M, (38)
where Σ is the three-dimensional spatial manifold.
Note that such a diffeomorphism always exists, as we consider a matter theory with a
well-defined initial value problem5, mandating the existence of a spatial manifold Σ for the
prescription of initial data. The slicing (38) is not unique: Any diffeomorphism ψ : M →M
yields another slicing φ˜ = ψ ◦ φ.
With every slicing comes a holonomic basis
∂
∂xa
=
(
∂
∂t
,
∂
∂xα
)
(39)
of the tangent spaces Tφ(s,λ)M , constructed as push-forwards of holonomic bases on TsΣ and
TλR. In the same fashion, a holonomic basis
dxa = (dt, dxα) (40)
of co-tangent spaces follows from the slicing. This split of TM and T ∗M carries over
to higher-rank tensor bundles, proper sub-bundles thereof and corresponding jet bundles,
including J2Farea.
5 The GLED principal polynomial is hyperbolic for certain algebraic classes of area metrics, in particular
for the class containing the flat expansion point N [11].
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We define spatial quantities using an observer definition for arbitrary tensor theories [12].
This definition only makes use of the principal polynomial. An observer frame is a non-
holonomic frame (T, eα =
∂
∂xα
) together with a dual co-frame (n = λ · dt, α), subject to the
conditions
P (n) = 1 and T =
1
degP
DP (n)
P (n)
. (41)
We decompose the time direction using the observer frame into lapse N and shift Nα
∂
∂t
= NT +Nα
∂
∂xα
(42)
and perform the spatio-temporal split of Farea in terms of observer quantities (see also [12])
G(dt, dxα, dt, dxβ) =
1
N2
G(n, α, n, β),
G(dt, dxα, dxβ, dxγ) = − 2
N2
G(n, α, n, [γ)Nβ] +
1
N
G(n, α, β, γ),
G(dxα, dxβ, dxγ, dxδ) =
4
N2
N [αG(n, β], n, [δ)Nγ]
+
2
N
N [αG(n, β], γ, δ) +
2
N
N [γG(n, δ], α, β)
+G(α, β, γ, δ).
(43)
It is convenient to introduce the fields
Gˆαβ = −G(n, α, n, β),
Gˆαβ =
1
2
(ωGˆ)
−1βµνG(n, α, µ, ν)− δαβ,
Gˆαβ =
1
4
(ωGˆ)
−2αµνβρσG(µ, ν , ρ, σ),
(44)
with
ωGˆ =
√
det Gˆ··. (45)
Obviously, Gˆαβ and Gˆαβ are symmetric. Moreover, it follows from the frame conditions (41)
for the GLED polynomial (7) that Gˆαβ is symmetric w.r.t. Gˆ
αβ and trace-free. We thus
have a decomposition of the 21 spacetime components of G into 17 observer quantities Gˆ,
3 shift components Nα, and the lapse N—similar to the 3+1 decomposition of a spacetime
metric g into shift, lapse, and a spatial metric gˆ.
For the perturbative formulation of area metric gravity, we expand the observer quantities
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around the flat expansion point N (11) as
N = 1 + A,
Nα = bα,
Gˆαβ = γαβ + hαβ,
Gˆαβ = k
α
β,
Gˆαβ = γαβ + lαβ.
(46)
From now on, spatial indices will be raised and lowered at will using the flat spatial metric
γ and its inverse. Instead of working with the perturbations h, k, l directly, we define a more
convenient set of fields which will later on decouple in the field equations,
uαβ = hαβ − lαβ, vαβ = hαβ + lαβ, wαβ = 2kαβ. (47)
B. Gauge fixing
Before we present the gravitational field equations in terms of these fields, we will fix the
gauge symmetry we deliberately introduced by making the theory diffeomorphism invariant.
To this end, we employ Helmholtz’s theorem and decompose the shift perturbation into a
longitudinal scalar B and a transverse vector Bα with ∂αB
α = 0,
bα = ∂αB +Bα. (48)
On the same basis, we decompose the field uαβ into two scalars U and U˜ , a transverse vector
Uα with ∂αU
α = 0, and a transverse traceless tensor Uαβ with ∂αU
αβ = 0 and γαβU
αβ = 0,
uαβ = Uαβ + 2∂(αUβ) + γαβU˜ + ∆αβU, (49)
where the scalar U enters via the traceless Hessian ∆αβ = ∂α∂β− 13γαβ∆. The fields vαβ and
wαβ decompose in a similar way, but with wαβ being traceless, there is no scalar W˜ .
A gauge transform is infinitesimally represented by a vector field ξ (see Eq. 29), such that
the perturbation H transforms as
H ′A = HA + CA mB nN
Bξn,m. (50)
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Inspecting the individual components of H ′A, we notice that the four components of ξ can
be chosen such that the four gauge conditions
0 = B,
0 = Uα − V α,
0 = U + V
(51)
are satisfied (see [13]). Adopting this choice leaves us with 17 degrees of freedom in the
scalars A, U˜ , V˜ , V,W , the transverse vectors Bα, Uα,Wα, and the transverse traceless tensors
Uαβ, V αβ,Wαβ.
C. Field equations
Applying the decomposition of the area metric field into observer quantities to the La-
grangian (9) and performing variations w.r.t. the 21 degrees of freedom yields 21 field equa-
tions, four of which are redundant as a consequence of the Noether theorem for the gauge
symmetry. This calculation has been carried out using the field-theory motivated computer
algebra system Cadabra [14, 15] and the previously computed ansa¨tze and solutions.6
In this process, we observe that only a subset of gravitational constants appearing in the
Lagrangian enter the field equations. Up to first order, the number of those constants is 10.
The gravitational field equations are displayed in their entirety in Appendix C. In the fol-
lowing we will see that there are exemplary cases which show that the first-order theory still
allows for unphysical phenomenology. Restricting the theory to a physical subset manifests
itself in a further reduction of the first-order gravitational constants from 10 to 7.
First, consider the scalar equations for the gravitational field sourced by a point mass M
at rest at the origin of our chart, i.e., with world line
γa(λ) = λδa0. (52)
This point mass shall be an idealization of a matter field adhering to GLED dynamics. As
such, its dynamics are given by the action [16]
Smatter[γ] = −M
∫
dλPGLED(L
−1(γ˙(λ)))−
1
4 , (53)
6 The Cadabra code is publicly available at [8].
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with L−1 being the inverse of the Legendre map associated to PGLED.7 Perturbatively, we
obtain the non-vanishing contribution
δSmatter
δA(x)
= −Mδ(3)(x). (54)
Since the matter distribution is stationary, we also consider stationary gravitational fields by
assuming that all time derivatives vanish. Time-dependent fields would be solutions to the
homogeneous field equations which can, of course, be added at will. The stationary scalar
equations (C1) sourced by (54) then take the form
E
(scalar)
i = Mδ
(3)(x)δ0i +
∑
j
[aijSj + bij∆Sj + cij∆∆Sj] . (55)
Solving these equations yields a mix of long-ranging Coulomb potentials ∝ 1
r
and short-
ranging Yukawa potentials ∝ 1
r
e−µr. The exact nature of this mix and the scales of the
Yukawa potentials follow from the gravitational constants. This solution is greatly simplified
by imposing a condition on its phenomenology: The solution to (55) shall be given by the
linearized Schwarzschild solution of general relativity for a central mass M plus only short-
ranging Yukawa corrections. Using above observer frame definition, the 3+1 decomposition
of a spacetime metric g into a spatial metric gˆ, shift, and lapse reads
g00 =
1
N2
≈ 1− 2A,
g0α = − N
α
N2
≈ − bα,
gαβ =
NαNβ
N2
− gˆαβ ≈ − γαβ − ϕαβ.
(56)
Inserting this decomposition into the metrically induced area metric (4) yields the spatial
area metric fields
Gˆαβ = gˆαβ = γαβ + ϕαβ,
Gˆαβ = 0,
Gˆαβ =
(
gˆ−1
)
αβ
≈ γαβ − ϕαβ.
(57)
Comparing with the definitions of perturbative area metric observer quantities (46) and (47)
we find the metrically induced perturbation
uαβ = 2ϕαβ, vαβ = 0, wαβ = 0. (58)
7 In the Maxwell-Einstein equivalent, this action measures the length of the particle world line, which is to
be maximized.
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The metric solution around a stationary point mass to first order is quickly obtained by
expanding the well-known Schwarzschild solution [17] to this order, which gives
A ∝ 1
r
and ϕαβ = 2Aγαβ. (59)
With (58) and (59) in mind, the condition that the stationary scalar equations (55) be solved
by short-ranging Yukawa corrections of the metrically-induced linearized Schwarzschild so-
lution can now be formulated as
4A− U˜ = (Yukawa corrections),
V = (Yukawa corrections),
W = (Yukawa corrections),
V˜ = (Yukawa corrections).
(60)
These conditions translate into two conditions on the 10 gravitational constants governing
first-order area metric gravity. Incorporating both conditions, the solution to (55) reads
V (x) = 0,
W (x) = 0,
U˜(x) =
M
4pir
[
α + βe−µr
]
,
U˜(x) =
M
4pir
[
γe−µr
]
,
A˜(x) =
M
4pir
[
1
4
α− 1
4
(β + 3γ)e−µr
]
.
(61)
α, β, γ, and µ are 4 independent combinations of the 8 remaining gravitational constants.8
From now on, we will work in this sector of the theory, which we deem the phenomenologi-
cally most relevant one.
The second unphysical phenomenon still present in the theory is a divergence in the time
evolution of some modes. Inspecting, for example, the equations of motion for the transverse
traceless tensor fields in vacuo (C9), we find coupled equations of the kind9
0 = u+ ν2u+ σv,
0 = v + ν2v − σu.
(62)
8 See Appendix C for the details.
9 u = u¨−∆u
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Performing a spatial Fourier transform, we find the four eigenvalues for the time evolution
of a mode k,
λk = ±i
√
(k2 + ν2)± iσ. (63)
Unless σ vanishes, there are always eigenvalues with <(λk) > 0. We dismiss such theories
with diverging modes and impose σ = 0. It turns out (see Appendix C) that every divergence
in the equations of motion is due to the same combination of gravitational constants. Setting
this combination to zero reduces the number of gravitational constants to 7 and defines the
sector of linear area metric gravity theories with physically relevant phenomenology.
D. Relation to canonical gravitational closure
Remarkably, this linear theory is equivalent to the linear theory obtained by means of
canonical gravitational closure [9, 12, 13, 18]. However, there are differences between both
approaches worth being highlighted: While it has been claimed [9, 12] that canonical gravi-
tational closure rests on the principal of reconciling gravity causality with matter causality,
we argue that causal compatibility is not inherent in this approach. The mere fact that
canonical gravitational closure solves the gravitational constraint algebra using a specific
frame defined by matter causality does not restrict the gravitational theory to this causal-
ity (see also [19]). The constraint algebra is a manifestation of diffeomorphism invariance,
the solution to which—consequently—yields a diffeomorphism invariant theory. It is due
to the coincidence pointed out by Theorem 1 that both causalities coincide to first order if
diffeomorphism invariance is implemented on the gravity side.
However, the linear theory obtained by canonical closure in [13] does not even exhibit
the same causality as GLED unless a gravitational constant is fixed [18]. This hints at
missing equations constraining the linear theory properly and we suspect these equations
to be equivalent to those implementing Lorentz invariance of the perturbation coefficients
in the covariant approach [2]. As these equations are obtained only after a prolongation of
the system, it is natural for them to be missing in [13]. Using Lorentz invariant ansa¨tze
circumvents the need for additional equations, a fact that has been exploited for the present
work. In [13], spatial ansa¨tze built from γ and  have been constructed for the 3+1 theory,
effectively implementing an O(3) symmetry. The discrepancy between O(1, 3) invariant
spacetime ansa¨tze for the covariant theory and O(3) invariant spatial ansa¨tze for the 3+1
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theory is fixed by said choice of a gravitational constant. This is symptomatic for the
intricacies that come with the infinity of canonical closure equations as compared to the 137
equivariance equations: A PDE theoretic analysis, which is necessary in order to devise a
perturbative solution strategy, is much more complicated in the former case, while in the
latter case, it comes almost for free.
Linear area metric gravity as constructed in the canonical picture [13] is the basis for
predictions in e.g. lensing [20], quantum electrodynamics [21], or galactic dynamics [22].
Our findings support these predictions, as they make use of a complementary approach and
still provide the same theoretical basis, while also addressing some question marks as pointed
out above.
IV. GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION FROM A BINARY SYSTEM
A dynamical theory for matter which makes use of some geometry is always incomplete
as long as the dynamics of the geometry are not known. Gravity closes this picture by
providing the missing link. Only the joint model of matter theory and gravity enables the
physicist to predict the evolution of matter over time—while also predicting how geometry
evolves in the process.
In this final part of the present work, we make use of second-order area metric gravity
as derived above in order to demonstrate how covariant constructive gravity completes a
matter theory to a joint theory of matter and gravity by predicting a non-trivial interaction:
the generation of gravitational waves from a gravitationally bound matter distribution.
A. Iterative solution strategy
Let the matter in question be a field φ in some bundle over spacetime and the geometry
be a field G in some other spacetime bundle. G provides the local structure necessary to
formulate the matter action Smatter[φ,G). Covariant constructive gravity yields the total
action
S[G, φ] = Sgravity[G] + κSmatter[φ,G) (64)
by providing the gravity action Sgravity[G]. The coupling constant κ controls the scale of
coupling between matter and geometry. Variations w.r.t. both fields yield the Euler-Lagrange
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equations
e[G] = − κT [φ,G),
f [φ,G) = 0,
(65)
with abbreviations
e[G] =
δSgravity
δG
, T [φ,G) =
δSmatter
δG
, f [φ,G) =
δSmatter
δφ
(66)
for the constituents.
The PDE system (65) is, in general, tightly coupled and correspondingly hard to solve.
Effects of finite order in the coupling can, however, be calculated by perturbative iteration.
We proceed similarly as in [23] and expand the geometry formally as
G = N +
∞∑
k=1
κkH(k). (67)
Truncating (67) at order k yields an approximation G(k) of the geometric field G. We also
expand the contributions e and T to the Euler-Lagrange equations,
e[N +H] = e(0) + e(1)[H] + e(2)[H] +O(H3),
T [φ,N +H) = T(0)[φ] + T(1)[φ,H) +O(H2).
(68)
For the zeroth iteration, we evaluate (65) at G(0) = N , which yields the equation e[N ] =
e(0) = 0 for the zeroth order. This states that N has to be chosen as solution to the
gravitational field equations in vacuo.
The first iteration starts with evaluating the Euler-Lagrange equations at G(1) = N +
κH(1). Using e(0) = 0 from the zeroth iteration, this yields an equation for H(1)
e(1)[H(1)] = −T(0)[φ]. (69)
From the solution H(1), we fix the matter field to first order by solving f [φ,G(1)) = 0+O(κ2)
for φ.
The second iteration builds up on this result. We insert the expansion G(2) = N+κH(1)+
κ2H(2) in (65), make use of the lower-order equations for N and H(1) and obtain for H(2)
e(1)[H(2)] = −κ−1T(0)[φ]− T(1)[φ,H(1))− e(2)[H(1)] +O(κ). (70)
Note that φ depends on κH(1), so we have to be careful to only consider terms of order κ
1
from T(0)[φ] and of order κ
0 from T(1)[φ,H(1)) when solving (70).
Aborting the procedure at this point, the final result is an approximation G(2) = N +
κH(1) + κ
2H(2) of the geometry sourced by matter φ subject to linearized gravity.
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B. Einstein gravity
Let us first apply the iterative solution strategy to a binary system subject to Einstein
gravity.10 The matter content of spacetime is given by two slowly moving point masses mi
following two world lines γ(i) : R → M . The spacetime metric field g ∈ Γ(T 02M) measures
the length of the world lines and thus provides the action
Smatter[γ(1), γ(2), g) =
∑
i=1,2
mic
∫
dλ
√
g(γ˙(i)(λ), γ˙(i)(λ)). (71)
The dynamical theory for the geometry g completing (71) to a model with predictive power
is Einstein’s general relativity with the Einstein-Hilbert action
Sgravity[g] =
c3
16piG
∫
d4x
√−gR. (72)
Performing the variations (66) and using the parameterization γ0(i)(λ) = ct, we get the
Euler-Lagrange equations
√−g[Rab − 1
2
gabR
]
=
8piG
c3
∑
i=1,2
miδ
(3)(~x− ~γ(i)(t))
γ˙a(i)γ˙
b
(i)√
g(γ˙(i), γ˙(i))
(73)
and
0 = γ¨a(i) + Γ
a
bcγ˙
b
(i)γ˙
c
(i). (74)
Incorporating the slow movement of the source as γ˙α(i)/c 1 simplifies (74) to
γ˙0(i) = c and
1
c2
γ¨α(i) = −Γα00. (75)
We now construct the perturbative solution to second order around the Minkowski metric,
i.e., gab = ηab + hab = ηab + Ghab(1) + G
2hab(2) + O(G3). The perturbation decomposes in the
usual way as (compare Eq. 56)
h00 = −2A, h0α = Bα, hαβ = −Eαβ − γαβC. (76)
Eαβ is a transverse traceless tensor and Bα a transverse vector as introduced in Section
III B. We made use of a gauge condition which sets the scalar part of h0α as well as the
vector and traceless scalar part of hαβ to zero.
10 The result is of course well known and extends to much more complex configurations of matter as well
as higher orders in the perturbation, see [23] for a modern treatment. This section is concerned with
developing an approach hand-tailored to the binary system and easy to adapt to area metric gravity.
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The zeroth iteration is already solved because the left-hand side of (73) evaluated at
g(0) = η amounts to zero.
For the first iteration, we expand the left-hand side of (73) to first order, which yields
the decomposition
e00(1)[h] = ∆C,
e0α(1)[h] = −
1
2
∆Bα − ∂αC˙,
eαβ(1)[h] = −
1
2
Eαβ + ∂(αB˙β) + γαβ[C¨ − 2
3
∆(−A+ 1
2
C)] + ∆αβ[−A+ 1
2
C].
(77)
Expanding also the right-hand side to first order, incorporating the slow-motion condition,
and evaluating at g(1) = η +Gh(1) gives the equations
e00(1)[h(1)] =
8pi
c2
∑
i=1,2
miδ
(3)(~x− ~γ(i)(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ(~x,t)
,
e0α(1)[h(1)] = 0,
eαβ(1)[h(1)] = 0.
(78)
Because much of this PDE system is trivial, the solution is composed of only one scalar
potential φ such that
Eαβ(1) = 0, B
α
(1) = 0, A(1) = φ/c
2, C(1) = 2φ/c
2,
φ(~x, t) = −
∫
d3~y
ρ(~y, t)
|~x− ~y|
= − m1|~x− ~γ(1)(t)| −
m2
|~x− ~γ(2)(t)| .
(79)
On this linear background, we now solve the geodesic equations (74). Doing so, we encounter
a common problem with the point mass idealization. The gravitational field sourced by a
point mass diverges at its location. Thus, divergences arise whenever a mass “feels” its
own field. There are two remedies pointed out in [23]: Either give up the idealization and
model the masses as extended fluids or perform a regularization of the diverging integrals
like (79). Both effectively boil down to the same rule of thumb: We can keep using the point
mass idealization, but must discard the diverging terms. With this in mind, we obtain the
equations of motion
γ¨α(i) = −G
∑
j 6=i
mj
γα(i) − γα(j)
|~γ(i) − ~γ(j)|3 . (80)
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This is of course the Newtonian limit of general relativity. We know from Newtonian me-
chanics that the solutions to (80) are conic sections. For our purposes, we keep it simple
and consider circular solutions with constant separation r and trajectories
~γ(1)(t) =
m2
m
r~n, ~γ(2)(t) = −m1
m
r~n, (81)
where m = m1 +m2 is the total mass of the system and the angular frequency amounts to
ω2 = Gm/r3. The vectors ~n and ~λ (used later) are, in an orbit-adapted frame11, given as
~n =

cosωt
sinωt
0
 , ~λ =

− sinωt
cosωt
0
 . (82)
We have now set the stage for the second iteration. As our goal is to predict the generation
of gravitational waves, we concern ourselves with the transverse traceless modes of the
perturbation—the other modes do not propagate and thus cannot radiate. To this end, we
expand (73) to second order and evaluate at g(2) = η + Gh(1) + G
2h(2), which gives the
relevant equation for the transverse traceless mode12
eαβ(1)[h(2)] =
8pi
c2
∑
i=1,2
miδ
(3)(~x− ~γ(i)(t))
γ˙α(i)γ˙
β
(i)
Gc2
− eαβ(2)[h(1)]. (83)
The fact that the second order e(2) of e is evaluated at the result (79) of the first iteration
comes in very useful because e(2)[h(1)] can only contain the scalar potential φ. Expanding
the Einstein tensor to second order, the transverse traceless projection (denoted by [ · ]TT)
turns out to be
eαβ(2)[h(1)]
TT =
1
c4
[−2∂αφ∂βφ]TT + 1
c4
[
4∂α(φ∂βφ)
]TT
. (84)
Using this expansion in (83), the field equation for the transverse traceless mode reads
Eαβ(2) = −
16pi
Gc4
[∑
i=1,2
miδ
(3)(~x− ~γ(i)(t))γ˙α(i)γ˙β(i)
]TT
− 4
c4
[
∂αφ∂βφ− 2∂α(φ∂βφ)]TT . (85)
11 An orbit-adapted frame [23] consists of two perpendicular vectors spanning the orbital plane and a third
vector perpendicular to this plane.
12 The gravitational constant in the denominator is canceled by a gravitational constant arising from the
time derivatives of the world lines.
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The retarded solution to a wave equation of the kind ψ(~x, t) = 4piϕ(~x, t) is obtained by
convolution of the source with the retarded Green’s function,
ψ(~x, t) =
∫
d3~y
ϕ(τ, ~y)
|~x− ~y| , (86)
where τ = t− |~x− ~y|/c is the retarded time. As we are only interested in radiation into the
far zone R = |~x|  r and the sources in (85) are either confined to a bound region of radius
r—the separation of the binary system—or decreasing with 1/|~y|4, the zeroth order in the
expansion of |~x− ~y| in (86) is a first approximation, such that
ψ(~x, t) =
1
R
∫
d3~y ϕ(τ, ~y) (87)
and τ = t − R/c. This leaves us with two integrals to be evaluated, where we can already
drop a boundary term in the second integral,
Kαβ =
∫
d3~y ρ(τ, ~y)γ˙α(i)γ˙
β
(i),
Uαβ =
∫
d3~y ∂αφ∂βφ.
(88)
For the integral Kαβ, we readily obtain
Kαβ =
Gηm2
r
λαλβ, (89)
with the reduced mass η = m1m2
(m1+m2)2
.
The integral Uαβ requires more careful consideration. First, it is instructive to make use
of the integral representation (79) of the scalar potential φ
Uαβ =
∫
d3~y
∫
d3~y′
∫
d3 ~y′′
ρ(~y′)ρ( ~y′′)
|~y − ~y′|3|~y − ~y′′|(y
α − y′α)(yβ − y′′β). (90)
Performing the integration over ~y gives
Uαβ = 2pi
∫
d3~y′
∫
d3 ~y′′
ρ(~y′)ρ( ~y′′)
|~y′ − ~y′′|
[
γαβ − (y
′α − y′′α)(y′β − y′′β)
|~y′ − ~y′′|
]
. (91)
This integral can now be evaluated. Leaving out diverging terms in order to regularize the
integral, as already explained, results in
Uαβ =
4piηm2
r
[γαβ − nαnβ]. (92)
We now put together (89) and (92) and remove the trace in order to obtain the far-field
solution to equation (85).
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Finally, we can predict that, to lowest order and in the far field, a binary system of
reduced mass η and total mass m with separation r in circular motion emits gravitational
waves as
G2hαβ(2) =
4η
c4R
(Gm)2
r
[λαλβ − nαnβ]TT. (93)
This is in accordance with the results from post-Minkowskian and post-Newtonian theory
in the literature [23], which have been confirmed by indirect [24–26] and, recently, direct
[1] observations. Note that we followed a top-down approach, starting from the Einstein-
Hilbert action (72) and solving perturbatively up to second order. We would have arrived at
the same result using the bottom-up approach provided by perturbative covariant gravity,
because the perturbative construction of metric gravity to second order in the field equations
coincides with the corresponding expansion of the Einstein equations [2]. Above procedure
allows for the prediction of a non-trivial second-order effect of matter-gravity interaction
from a theory constructed to second order—a technique we will subsequently apply to area
metric gravity, whose exact dynamics are not known.
It is clear from our calculation that the generation of gravitational waves is indeed a
second-order effect. The system is bound by gravity as a first-order effect and gravitational
radiation is sourced by this gravitationally bound system as effect of second order. Deriva-
tions in the older literature that arrive at (93) or its generalization called quadrupole formula
from linearized gravity are incorrect in their premises: Either they silently make use of the
next order at some point or inadvertently construct this order along the way. Earlier results
show that there is no leeway in the (iterative) construction of metric gravity [2, 27–31], so
it comes as little surprise that, eventually, the correct formula is obtained nevertheless.
C. Area metric gravity
As already pointed out in Section III C, the action for two point masses following GLED
dynamics is given as
Smatter[γ(1), γ(2), G] =
∑
i=1,2
mic
∫
dλPGLED(L
−1(γ˙(i)(λ)))−
1
4 . (94)
Up to first order in the expansion around N as defined in (11), PGLED is equivalent to a
quadratic polynomial (13), which using the perturbation fields (47) amounts to
P (1)(k) = η(k, k) + [−2A]k0k0 + [−2bα]k0kα + [−1
2
uαβ − 1
2
γµνw
µνγαβ]kαkβ. (95)
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The causality defined by P (1) is effectively metric, such that (94) is obtained by simple
inversion (see [16]) as
Smatter[γ(1), γ(2), G] =
∑
i=1,2
mic
∫
dλ
{
ηabγ˙
a
(i)γ˙
b
(i)
+ 2Aγ˙0(i)γ˙
0
(i) − 2bαγ˙0(i)γ˙α(i)
+
[
1
2
uαβ +
1
2
γµνvµνγαβ
]
γ˙α(i)γ˙
β
(i)
} 1
2
+O(H2).
(96)
In Section II, we have constructed the gravitational Lagrangian L, with the help of which
we formulate the gravitational action
Sgravity[G] =
c3
16piG
∫
d4xL. (97)
We now start the iterative solution procedure for a perturbation around N . The zeroth
iteration is already solved, because the construction procedure of the gravitational dynamics
has been set up such that N is a vacuum solution.
For the first iteration, the perturbation H(1) is—due to the slow-motion condition—
sourced by only one contribution,
δSmatter
δA
= −16piG
c2
ρ(~x, t). (98)
Using again the slow-motion condition and working within the gauge (51), the solution to
the linearized area metric gravity field equations sourced by (98) is already known from (61),
such that the non-vanishing modes read
A(1) = − 1
c2
∫
d3~yρ(~y)
[
α
|~x− ~y| +
βe−µ|~x−~y|
|~x− ~y|
]
V˜(1) = − 1
c2
∫
d3~yρ(~y)
[
γe−µ|~x−~y|
|~x− ~y|
]
U˜(1) = 4A(1) − (3 + 8β
γ
)V˜(1).
(99)
Evaluating the integrals, we readily get
A(1) = − 1
c2
∑
i=1,2
mi
[
α
|~x− ~γ(i)(t)| +
βe−µ|~x−~γ(i)(t)|
|~x− ~γ(i)(t)|
]
V˜(1) = − 1
c2
∑
i=1,2
mi
[
γe−µ|~x−~γ(i)(t)|
|~x− ~γ(i)(t)|
]
.
(100)
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Because the matter action (96) is given by an effective metric, the equations of motion for
the source are again geodesic equations (75). The relevant Christoffel symbol expands as
Γα00 = G∂
αA+O(G2). We again find the circular solutions of constant separation r
~γ(1)(t) =
m2
m
r~n, ~γ(2)(t) = −m1
m
r~n. (101)
This time, the angular velocity amounts to
ω2 =
(Gα)m
r3
[
1 +
β
α
e−µr(1 + µr)
]
. (102)
Having solved the first iteration for H(1) and the source trajectories, we are ready to
proceed with the second iteration. Let us begin with the transverse traceless modes of H(2),
one of which is subject to the massless wave equation (C9)
c3G
16pi
1
8α
Uαβ(2) = −
{(
δSgravity
δuαβ
)
(2)
[GH(1)] +
1
4c
∑
i=1,2
miδ
(3)(~x− ~γ(i)(t))γ˙α(i)γ˙β(i)
}TT
. (103)
Using the third-order Lagrangian (see Appendix A and B), we perform a 3+1 split with
Cadabra13 and evaluate the second-order gravitational field equations (δSgravity/δuαβ)(2)
at the first-order solution (99), obtaining(
δSgravity
δuαβ
)TT
(2)
[GH(1)] =
G
16pic
[
α∂αX∂βX + β∂αY ∂βY
]TT
, (104)
where we introduced abbreviations for the integrals
X =
∫
d3~yρ(~y)
1
|~x− ~y| ,
Y =
∫
d3~yρ(~y)
e−µ|~x−~y|
|~x− ~y| .
(105)
With (104) in (103), we can now integrate the wave equation using the same approximation
as before (see Eq. 87), such that the solution reads
Uαβ(2) = −
[
8α
Gc4R
Kαβ +
2α2
pic4R
(
Φαβ +
β
α
Ψαβ
)]TT
(106)
with the kinetic term
Kαβ =
∫
d3~yρ(~y)γ˙α(i)γ˙
β
(i) (107)
13 The code is publicly available at [8]
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and the potential terms
Φαβ =
∫
d3~y
∫
d3~y′
∫
d3 ~y′′ρ(~y′)ρ( ~y′′)
(
∂α
1
|~z|
)
~z=|~y−~y′|
(
∂β
1
|~z|
)
~z=|~y− ~y′′|
(108)
and
Ψαβ =
∫
d3~y
∫
d3~y′
∫
d3 ~y′′ρ(~y′)ρ( ~y′′)
(
∂α
e−µ|~z|
|~z|
)
~z=|~y−~y′|
(
∂β
e−µ|~z|
|~z|
)
~z=|~y− ~y′′|
. (109)
Evaluating all three integrals, we finally obtain the gravitational radiation on the massless
Uαβ mode in the far zone from a binary system with constant separation r,
G2Uαβ(2) = −
8η
c4R
(Gαm)2
r
[1 + f(r)][λαλβ − nαnβ]TT, (110)
where f(r) = β
α
(1 + µr)e−µr.
This result is of remarkable consequence, because with (58) in mind, we see that it is the
transverse traceless wave induced by the metric gravitational wave Eαβ(2) (see Eq. 93) plus a
short-ranging Yukawa correction,
G2Uαβ(2) = 2G
2Eαβ(2) [1 + f(r)], (111)
if α = 1. That is, the result (110) is a refinement of the metric result, offering the same
qualitative behavior with quantitative corrections given by short-ranging Yukawa terms.
In particular, the phenomenology of gravitational radiation in Einstein gravity is contained
within this result, either for sufficiently large separation r of bodies or for appropriate choices
of area metric gravitational constants.
As the inspection of the linearized theory in Section III C revealed, the metrically in-
ducible mode Uαβ is the only massless degree of freedom. All other propagating modes
are subject to massive wave equations. First, let us consider the trace-free fields v˜αβ =
vαβ − 1/3γαβγµνvµν and wαβ. Since the first-order matter action (96) does only depend on
the trace of vαβ and does not depend on wαβ at all, the respective equations of motions are
not sourced by kinetic terms, leaving us with14
v˜αβ(2) + ν2v˜
αβ
(2) = δ[∂
αX∂βY ]TF,
wαβ(2) + ν2w
αβ
(2) = [∂
αX∂βY ]TF.
(112)
14 [tαβ ]TF = t(αβ) − 13γµνtµνγαβ is the idempotent projection on the symmetric trace-free part.
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δ and  are gravitational constants arising during the construction of the third-order area
metric gravity Lagrangian, the mass ν is a gravitational constant of the second-order La-
grangian (compare Appendix C). These wave equations govern the radiation of traceless ten-
sor modes V αβ and Wαβ, the vector modes Uα and Wα (via the gauge condition Uα = V α),
and the traceless scalar modes V and W . The remaining trace-free mode—the vector Bα—
does not propagate on its own but follows from a constraint (see Appendix C).
The retarded solution to a massive wave equation of the kind (+m2)ψ(x) = 4piϕ(x) is
obtained by convolution of ϕ with the retarded Green’s function
Gret(x, y) = θ(x
0 − y0)
∫
d3~k
(2pi)3
sinωk(x
0 − y0)
ωk
ei
~k·(~x−~y), (113)
where ωk =
√
|~k|2 +m2. Carrying out the integrals for the wave equations (112), we arrive
at two qualitatively different solutions, depending on the value of ω0 := 2ω.
For ω0 < cν, the gravitational fields are decaying exponentially with R. In the orbit-
adapted frame, we have
G2v˜αβ(2) =
δη
c4R
(Gm)2
r
g(r)
[
3e−
√
ν2−(ω0/c)2R

cosω0t sinω0t 0
sinω0t − cosω0t 0
0 0 0
+ e−νR

1
2
1
2
−1

]αβ
,
(114)
where
g(r) =
1− [1 + µr + 1
3
(µr)2e−µr]
(µr)2
. (115)
wαβ(2) has the same solution, only with  instead of δ. This behavior is in line with results
for the generation of gravitational waves on massive modes from non-gravitationally bound
systems [32]: Below a certain threshold for the angular frequency (or related measures
like energy) of the generating system, no radiation is emitted into the far zone. Also, the
oscillating (but exponentially damped) part of the solution does not follow the retarded
time, but the coordinate time—which is not the behavior of a wave-like solution.
In the case of ω0 > cν, the non-oscillating part of the solution remains unchanged. The
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oscillating part, however, is now radiating as
G2v˜αβ(2) =
3δη
c4R
(Gm)2
r
g(r)

cosϕ sinϕ 0
sinϕ − cosϕ 0
0 0 0

αβ
,
where ϕ = ω0t− ω˜R
c
and ω˜ =
√
ω20 − (cν)2.
(116)
Again, the same holds for wαβ(2) with  instead of δ.
It remains to derive wave equations for the trace modes U˜ , V˜ , and A. One such equation
is obtained as (see Appendix C, Eq. C7)
V˜(2) + µ2V˜(2) = −γ
[
1
4
ρA − (1 + 3
4
γ
β
)ρu +
γ
4β
ρv
]
. (117)
ρA denotes the variations with respect to A
ρA =
(
δSgravity
δA
)
(2)
[H(1)]
+
16pi
Gc3
(
δSmatter
δA
)
(0)
[γ(1), γ(2), N ]
+
16pi
c3
(
δSmatter
δA
)
(1)
[γ(1), γ(2), H(1)]
+O(G),
(118)
ρu and ρv denote traces of variations w.r.t. uαβ and vαβ, respectively. In setting up the wave
equations for Uαβ(2) , v˜
αβ
(2), and w
αβ
(2), we did not pick up contributions from (δSmatter/δG)(1),
because the time derivatives of the spatial trajectories, γ˙α(i), are already of order O(G).
However, an expansion of the GLED principal polynomial to second order reveals that the
variation w.r.t. A comes with [γ˙0(i)]
4 = c4 = O(G0) and thus has to be considered as source
for the second iteration.
Unfortunately, the expansion of Smatter to second order is not as readily accessible as the
linearized action. This is because only the first-order GLED principal polynomial factors
into the square of a polynomial of second degree as in (13). We leave the calculation of ρA
and the solution for V˜(2) open for future research. However, V˜ is the only propagating trace
degree of freedom, because the system must have four constraint equations15, two of which
already constrain Bα and the other two, consequently, must constrain the remaining degrees
of freedom, A and U˜ .
15 This follows from the same arguments that can be made for general relativity [19, 33].
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D. A simple detector
The effect of the previously derived gravitational waves on test matter is best demon-
strated using a spherical distribution of freely falling point masses as detector and considering
its deformation as the wave passes through. We call this arrangement a geodesic sphere. As
the dynamics of point masses are, to first non-trivial order, given by an effective metric (96),
the standard procedure of metric geodesic deviation can be used to derive
1
c2
X¨α = −Rα0β0Xβ, (119)
where R is the Ricci tensor related to the effective metric and ~X is the spatial deviation
vector between two test masses. Using the 3 + 1 split (56) of the effective metric, the
deviation equation (119) becomes
X¨α = −1
2
[
ϕ¨αβ + c(b˙
α
,β + b˙
α
β, ) + 2c
2A α, β
]
Xβ. (120)
A purely spatial perturbation has only contributions from ϕαβ, in which case the deviation
equation is—for small deviations—easily integrated as
Xα(t) = Xα(0)− 1
2
ϕαβ(t)X
α(0). (121)
Let us now consider the individual modes of gravitational radiation and their effects on the
geodesic deviation (121) of test matter. All modes16 are proportional to the projections of
Mαβ =

cos(ϕ) sin(ϕ) 0
sin(ϕ) − cos(ϕ) 0
0 0 1

αβ
(122)
onto the respective (transverse traceless, vector, scalar traceless) subspaces. The phase ϕ
is defined as in (116) and simplifies to ϕ = 2ωτ for massless modes. Note that (122) is
still expressed in the orbit-adapted frame. We now switch into a detector-adapted frame
[23] as illustrated in Fig. 1: The origin lies at the barycenter of the binary system, the Z
direction is pointing towards the spherical point mass distribution and the X-Y plane is
perpendicular to this direction. Because we only consider circular binary systems without
any distinguished points on the orbits, we are free to choose the orbit-adapted y direction
16 Except for the trace modes, which we left open for future consideration.
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Y
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Figure 1. Orbit-adapted frame (x, y, z) and detector-adapted frame (X = x, Y, Z). The con-
stituents m1 and m2 of the binary system describe circular orbits in the x-y plane, producing
gravitational radiation. The detector—a spherical distribution of test masses in Z direction—is
undergoing periodic deformations as gravitational radiation passes through. ι measures the incli-
nation of the orbital plane with respect to the X-Y plane.
such that the test masses lie in the y-z plane. The detector-adapted frame is given by a
simple rotation around the x axis,
~eX =

1
0
0
 , ~eY =

0
cos ι
− sin ι
 , ~eZ =

0
sin ι
cos ι
 , (123)
with the inclination angle ι. Making the transition into this frame, the tensor (122) trans-
forms accordingly and decomposes into the traceless tensor part
MTT =

1
2
(1 + cos2 ι) cosϕ cos ι sinϕ 0
cos ι sinϕ −1
2
(1 + cos2 ι) cosϕ 0
0 0 0
 , (124)
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the vector part
MV =

0 0 sin ι sinϕ
0 0 − cos ι sin ι cosϕ
sin ι sinϕ − cos ι sin ι cosϕ 0
 , (125)
and the trace-free scalar part
MS-TF = sin2 ι cosϕ

1
2
0 0
0 1
2
0
0 0 −1
 . (126)
The traceless tensor part (124) is responsible for periodic deformations of the geodesic sphere
into ellipsoids by contractions and expansions in both lateral directions X and Y . This kind
of deformation—and only this kind—arises in metric gravity, where the spatial effective
metric perturbation ϕαβ in (121) is given by the spatial part of the spacetime metric. The
oscillating deformation d×MTT is of amplitude
d =
2η
c4R
(Gm)2
r
. (127)
and, because of the gravitational wave being massless, follows the phase
ϕ = 2ωτ = 2ω(t− R
c
). (128)
Predictions of this effect have been made since the early days of general relativity [34, 35]
and recently confirmed in earth-bound experiments [1].
In area metric gravity, ϕαβ can be read off from the point mass action (96) as
ϕαβ = −1
2
[uαβ + γαβγµνv
µν ]. (129)
On the transverse traceless mode, the deformation of geodesic spheres corresponding to
(129) coincides with the result from metric gravity, up to a correction factor of [1 + f(r)] as
introduced in (111). This is a quantitative refinement of the metric result (127), which does
not introduce new qualitative behavior and can be arbitrarily close to the metric result for
appropriate choices of separation r or gravitational constants.
The solution of the wave equation (112) for v˜αβ(2), together with the gauge conditions relat-
ing U and Uα with −V and V α, yields the combined vector and scalar traceless contribution.
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For 2ω < cν, the binary system does not radiate on these modes and test matter remains
unaffected. If 2ω > cν, however, radiation is switched on and deforms geodesic spheres
according to the deformation matrix
e× [MV −MS-TF] (130)
with amplitude
e =
3δη
4c4R
(Gm)2
r
g(r) =
3
8
δg(r)d (131)
and phase
ϕ = 2ωt−
√
(2ω)2 − (cν)2R
c
. (132)
It is worth noting that (130) vanishes for ι = 0, the case of the detector being placed
exactly along on the rotation axis of the binary system. In this configuration, the source can
only induce lateral deformations of the test mass distribution, which is not at all surprising
considering the geometry of this particular situation. Let us consider a second case of
ι = pi/2, where the geodesic sphere lies within the orbital plane. The radiation on the
transverse traceless mode is now restricted to the + polarization (as defined in [23]). On
the mixed vector and scalar trace-free mode, we have deformations in all three directions17
according to the deformation matrix
M = e×

−1
2
cosϕ 0 sinϕ
0 −1
2
cosϕ 0
sinϕ 0 cosϕ
 . (133)
This constitutes new qualitative behavior.
With the solution of the wave equation for the trace mode V˜ still pending, it is not
possible to predict the exact behavior of deformations mediated via this mode. However,
being proportional to the identity map, we can already infer that they are uniform scalings
of geodesic spheres. The mass of the trace mode V˜ is, according to its wave equation (117),
given by µ, so we expect a similar low-energy cutoff as for the trace-free massive modes of
mass ν.
17 All eigenvalues are nonzero.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We have implemented the perturbative covariant constructive gravity program for GLED-
compatible area metric gravity up to second order in the equations of motion, as already
outlined in [2]. This included a proof of the fact that, up to this order, the causality of gravity
is already fixed to GLED causality by the requirement of diffeomorphism invariance alone.
A subsequent 3+1 split of the corresponding field equations exposed unphysical artifacts
of the theory, which we ruled out by considering a sector of the theory where 3 of the 10
first-order gravitational constants are fixed.
With this gravitational theory at hand, we followed an iterative solution strategy to obtain
the circular orbits of a binary system in linearized area metric gravity and its gravitational
radiation as second-order effect. The result is a refinement of the gravitational waves emitted
by a circular binary system in Einstein gravity: The two massless wave modes in area metric
gravity correspond to the two propagating modes in Einstein gravity and their emission from
the binary system follows the same formula (111), up to a correction factor determined by
gravitational constants from the first-order field equations and the separation of the binary
system. The remaining trace-free modes are massive and thus only generated above a certain
energy threshold. Once this threshold is exceeded, the emitted radiation is described by a
similar formula (116) as the massless mode, but scaled with two gravitational constants
coming from the second-order field equations. There are technical hurdles barring us from
obtaining exact results for the trace modes in the same manner, but based on the wave
equation (117) we conjecture that their generation is very similar to the other massive
modes, but with mass µ instead of ν.
Lastly, we modeled a detector for gravitational waves as a sphere of freely falling point
masses. Due to the massless transverse traceless modes emitted from the binary system,
this sphere undergoes the same volume-preserving lateral deformations into ellipsoids as
already known from Einstein gravity, only corrected with the above-mentioned factor. A
qualitatively new kind of deformation (130) into all three spatial directions, which is still
preserving volume, is caused by the radiation on the remaining trace-free modes. The
deformations from the trace modes, of which we do not know the precise wave form at the
time being, can be distinguished from the rest because they consist of uniform scalings.
Our work demonstrates the potential of covariant constructive gravity in modified grav-
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ity research: Modeling matter using non-metric geometries necessitates the conception of
a novel gravitational theory. Covariant constructive gravity establishes a procedure for the
construction of such a theory. For applications where only weak geometric fields are relevant,
the construction can be performed perturbatively and aborted at any order. The such ob-
tained theory allows the prediction of quantitatively and qualitatively new phenomenology,
which can in turn be used to constrain parameters or outright falsify the theory.
Several effects in linearized area metric gravity derived by canonical gravitational closure
[9, 12, 13] have already been described: The authors of [20, 21] predict effects from the area-
metric corrected linearized Schwarzschild solution on (quantum) electrodynamics. Galactic
dynamics building up on this solution have also been investigated [22]. Furthermore, the
linearized theory is sufficient in order to predict the generation of gravitational waves from
non-gravitationally bound systems [32]. In the present work, we propose an experiment for
testing self-coupling in area metric gravity by predicting how orbiting point masses bound
by gravity affect distributions of test masses at a large distance. Note, however, that this
proposal should not be understood too literally: Realistic astrophysical sources responsible
for the strong signals that can be measured with contemporary technology are much more
complex than the simple configuration we considered in Sect. IV. Consequently, a prediction
of the emitted waveform needs a more thorough treatment, like modeling the masses as
extended fluids and considering higher orders in the post-Newtonian expansion [23]. We
kept it as simple as possible to give a first example of a non-trivial effect of gravitational
self-coupling derived from novel matter dynamics by means of covariant constructive gravity.
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Appendix A: Ansa¨tze
Displayed below are the Lorentz invariant perturbation ansa¨tze for the third-order area
metric Lagrangian (9). The source code for ansatz generation is publicly available [8] and
is based on two Haskell libraries [6, 7] implementing tensor algebra.
• first order (constants e38, e39, e40):
a IA H
A
I =
[
e38 · ηacηbdηpq + e39 · ηacηbpηdq + e40 · abcdηpq
]
× ηprηqsHabcd,rs (A1)
• second order (constants e1, . . . , e37):
aABH
AHB =
[
e1 · ηacηbdηegηfh + e2 · ηacηbeηdgηfh + e3 · ηaeηbfηcgηdh
+ e4 · ηaeηbgηcfηdh + e5 · abcdηegηfh + e6 · abefηcgηdh]
×HabcdHefgh
(A2)
a p qA B H
A
pH
B
q =
[
e7 · ηacηbdηpeηfgηhq + e8 · ηacηbdηpqηegηfh + e9 · ηacηbpηdeηfgηhq
+ e10 · ηacηbeηdgηpfηhq + e11 · ηacηbeηdgηpqηfh + e12 · ηacηbeηdqηpgηfh
+ e13 · ηapηbeηcfηdgηhq + e14 · ηapηbeηcgηdhηfq + e15 · ηaeηbfηcgηdhηpq
+ e16 · abcdηpeηfgηhq + e17 · abcdηpqηegηfh + e18 · abpeηcfηdgηhq
+ e19 · abpeηcgηdqηfh + e20 · abefηcpηdgηhq + e21 · abefηcgηdhηpq]
× ηprηqsHabcd,rHefgh,s
(A3)
a IAB H
AHBI =
[
e22 · ηacηbdηegηfhηpq + e23 · ηacηbdηegηfpηhq + e24 · ηacηbeηdgηfhηpq
+ e25 · ηacηbeηdgηfpηhq + e26 · ηacηbeηdpηfgηhq + e27 · ηacηbpηdqηegηfh
+ e28 · ηaeηbfηcgηdhηpq + e29 · ηaeηbfηcgηdpηhq + e30 · ηaeηbgηcfηdhηpq
+ e31 · abcdηegηfhηpq + e32 · abcdηegηfpηhq + e33 · abefηcgηdhηpq
+ e34 · abefηcgηdpηhq + e35 · abepηcfηdgηhq + e36 · abepηcgηdhηfq
+ e37 · efghηacηbdηpq
]
× ηprηqsHabcdHefgh,rs
(A4)
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• third order (constants e41, . . . , e237):
aABCH
AHBHC =
[
e41 · ηacηbdηegηfhηikηjl + e42 · ηacηbdηegηfiηhkηjl
+ e43 · ηacηbdηeiηfjηgkηhl + e44 · ηacηbdηeiηfkηgjηhl
+ e45 · ηacηbeηdgηfiηhkηjl + e46 · ηacηbeηdiηfgηhkηjl
+ e47 · ηaeηbfηciηdjηgkηhl + e48 · ηaeηbfηciηdkηgjηhl
+ e49 · abcdηegηfhηikηjl + e50 · abcdηegηfiηhkηjl
+ e51 · abcdηeiηfjηgkηhl + e52 · abcdηeiηfkηgjηhl
+ e53 · abefηcgηdhηikηjl + e54 · abefηcgηdiηhkηjl
+ e55 · abefηciηdjηgkηhl
]
×HabcdHefghH ijkl
(A5)
a p qAB C H
AHBpH
C
q =
[
e56 · ηacηbdηegηfhηpiηjkηlq + e57 · ηacηbdηegηfhηpqηikηjl + e58 · ηacηbdηegηfpηhiηjkηlq
+ e59 · ηacηbdηegηfiηhkηpjηlq + e60 · ηacηbdηegηfiηhkηpqηjl + e61 · ηacηbdηegηfiηhqηpkηjl
+ e62 · ηacηbdηepηfiηgjηhkηlq + e63 · ηacηbdηepηfiηgkηhlηjq + e64 · ηacηbdηeiηfjηgkηhlηpq
+ e65 · ηacηbeηdgηfhηpiηjkηlq + e66 · ηacηbeηdgηfhηpqηikηjl + e67 · ηacηbeηdgηfpηhiηjkηlq
+ e68 · ηacηbeηdgηfpηhqηikηjl + e69 · ηacηbeηdgηfiηhkηpjηlq + e70 · ηacηbeηdgηfiηhkηpqηjl
+ e71 · ηacηbeηdgηfiηhqηpkηjl + e72 · ηacηbeηdpηfgηhiηjkηlq + e73 · ηacηbeηdpηfgηhqηikηjl
+ e74 · ηacηbeηdpηfiηgjηhkηlq + e75 · ηacηbeηdpηfiηgkηhlηjq + e76 · ηacηbeηdpηfiηgkηhqηjl
+ e77 · ηacηbeηdiηfgηhpηjkηlq + e78 · ηacηbeηdiηfgηhjηpkηlq + e79 · ηacηbeηdiηfgηhkηpjηlq
+ e80 · ηacηbeηdiηfgηhkηplηjq + e81 · ηacηbeηdiηfgηhkηpqηjl + e82 · ηacηbeηdiηfgηhqηpkηjl
+ e83 · ηacηbeηdiηfpηgjηhkηlq + e84 · ηacηbeηdiηfpηgkηhlηjq + e85 · ηacηbeηdiηfjηgpηhkηlq
+ e86 · ηacηbeηdiηfkηgjηhqηpl + e87 · ηacηbeηdqηfgηhpηikηjl + e88 · ηacηbeηdqηfgηhiηpkηjl
+ e89 · ηacηbpηdqηegηfhηikηjl + e90 · ηaeηbfηcgηdhηpiηjkηlq + e91 · ηaeηbfηcgηdhηpqηikηjl
+ e92 · ηaeηbfηcgηdpηhiηjkηlq + e93 · ηaeηbfηcgηdpηhqηikηjl + e94 · ηaeηbfηcgηdiηhpηjkηlq
+ e95 · ηaeηbfηcgηdiηhjηpkηlq + e96 · ηaeηbfηcgηdiηhkηpjηlq + e97 · ηaeηbfηcgηdiηhkηplηjq
+ e98 · ηaeηbfηcgηdiηhkηpqηjl + e99 · ηaeηbfηcgηdiηhqηpkηjl + e100 · ηaeηbfηcgηdqηhpηikηjl
+ e101 · ηaeηbfηcgηdqηhiηpkηjl + e102 · ηaeηbfηcpηdiηgjηhkηlq + e103 · ηaeηbfηcpηdiηgkηhlηjq
+ e104 · ηaeηbfηcpηdiηgkηhqηjl + e105 · ηaeηbfηciηdjηgpηhkηlq + e106 · ηaeηbfηciηdjηgkηhlηpq
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+ e107 · ηaeηbfηciηdkηgpηhjηlq + e108 · ηaeηbgηcfηdhηpiηjkηlq + e109 · ηaeηbgηcfηdhηpqηikηjl
+ e110 · ηaeηbpηcfηdiηgjηhkηlq + e111 · ηaeηbpηcfηdiηgkηhqηjl + e112 · ηaeηbiηcfηdjηgpηhkηlq
+ e113 · ηaeηbiηcfηdjηgkηhlηpq + e114 · abcdηegηfhηpiηjkηlq + e115 · abcdηegηfhηpqηikηjl
+ e116 · abcdηegηfpηhiηjkηlq + e117 · abcdηegηfiηhkηpjηlq + e118 · abcdηegηfiηhkηpqηjl
+ e119 · abcdηegηfiηhqηpkηjl + e120 · abcdηepηfiηgjηhkηlq + e121 · abcdηepηfiηgkηhlηjq
+ e122 · abcdηeiηfjηgkηhlηpq + e123 · abefηcgηdhηpiηjkηlq + e124 · abefηcgηdhηpqηikηjl
+ e125 · abefηcgηdpηhiηjkηlq + e126 · abefηcgηdpηhqηikηjl + e127 · abefηcgηdiηhpηjkηlq
+ e128 · abefηcgηdiηhjηpkηlq + e129 · abefηcgηdiηhkηpjηlq + e130 · abefηcgηdiηhkηplηjq
+ e131 · abefηcgηdiηhkηpqηjl + e132 · abefηcgηdiηhqηpkηjl + e133 · abefηcgηdqηhpηikηjl
+ e134 · abefηcgηdqηhiηpkηjl + e135 · abefηcpηdiηgjηhkηlq + e136 · abefηcpηdiηgkηhlηjq
+ e137 · abefηcpηdiηgkηhqηjl + e138 · abefηciηdjηgpηhkηlq + e139 · abefηciηdjηgkηhlηpq
+ e140 · abefηciηdkηgpηhjηlq + e141 · abepηcfηdgηhiηjkηlq + e142 · abepηcfηdgηhqηikηjl
+ e143 · abepηcfηdiηgjηhkηlq + e144 · abepηcfηdiηgkηhlηjq + e145 · abepηcfηdiηgkηhqηjl
+ e146 · abepηcgηdhηfiηjkηlq + e147 · abepηcgηdhηfqηikηjl + e148 · abepηcgηdiηfjηhkηlq
+ e149 · abepηcgηdiηfkηhqηjl + e150 · abeiηcfηdgηhpηjkηlq + e151 · abeiηcfηdgηhjηpkηlq
+ e152 · abeiηcfηdgηhkηpjηlq + e153 · abeiηcfηdgηhkηplηjq + e154 · abeiηcfηdgηhkηpqηjl
+ e155 · abeiηcfηdgηhqηpkηjl + e156 · abeiηcfηdpηgjηhkηlq + e157 · abeiηcfηdpηgkηhlηjq
+ e158 · abeiηcfηdpηgkηhqηjl + e159 · abeiηcfηdjηgpηhkηlq + e160 · abeiηcfηdjηgkηhlηpq
+ e161 · abeiηcfηdkηgpηhjηlq + e162 · abeiηcfηdkηgpηhlηjq + e163 · abeiηcfηdkηgjηhqηpl
+ e164 · abeqηcfηdgηhpηikηjl + e165 · efghηacηbdηpiηjkηlq]
× ηprηqsHabcdHefgh,rH ijkl,s (A6)
a IABC H
AHBHCI =
[
e166 · ηacηbdηegηfhηikηjlηpq + e167 · ηacηbdηegηfhηikηjpηlq + e168 · ηacηbdηegηfiηhkηjlηpq
+ e169 · ηacηbdηegηfiηhkηjpηlq + e170 · ηacηbdηegηfiηhpηjkηlq + e171 · ηacηbdηegηfpηhqηikηjl
+ e172 · ηacηbdηeiηfjηgkηhlηpq + e173 · ηacηbdηeiηfjηgkηhpηlq + e174 · ηacηbdηeiηfkηgjηhlηpq
+ e175 · ηacηbeηdgηfhηikηjlηpq + e176 · ηacηbeηdgηfhηikηjpηlq + e177 · ηacηbeηdgηfiηhkηjlηpq
+ e178 · ηacηbeηdgηfiηhkηjpηlq + e179 · ηacηbeηdgηfiηhpηjkηlq + e180 · ηacηbeηdgηfpηhqηikηjl
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+ e181 · ηacηbeηdiηfgηhkηjlηpq + e182 · ηacηbeηdiηfgηhkηjpηlq + e183 · ηacηbeηdiηfgηhpηjkηlq
+ e184 · ηacηbeηdiηfjηgkηhlηpq + e185 · ηacηbeηdiηfjηgkηhpηlq + e186 · ηacηbeηdiηfkηgjηhpηlq
+ e187 · ηacηbeηdiηfkηglηhpηjq + e188 · ηacηbeηdiηfpηgjηhkηlq + e189 · ηacηbeηdiηfpηgkηhlηjq
+ e190 · ηacηbeηdiηfpηgkηhqηjl + e191 · ηacηbeηdpηfgηhqηikηjl + e192 · ηacηbeηdpηfiηgjηhkηlq
+ e193 · ηacηbiηdkηegηfpηhqηjl + e194 · ηacηbiηdkηejηfpηglηhq + e195 · ηaeηbfηcgηdhηikηjlηpq
+ e196 · ηaeηbfηcgηdhηikηjpηlq + e197 · ηaeηbfηciηdjηgkηhlηpq + e198 · ηaeηbfηciηdjηgkηhpηlq
+ e199 · ηaeηbfηciηdkηgjηhlηpq + e200 · ηaeηbgηcfηdhηikηjlηpq + e201 · ηaeηbgηcfηdhηikηjpηlq
+ e202 · ηaeηbgηciηdjηfkηhlηpq + e203 · ηaeηbgηciηdjηfkηhpηlq + e204 · ηaeηbiηcgηdkηfpηhqηjl
+ e205 · abcdηegηfhηikηjlηpq + e206 · abcdηegηfhηikηjpηlq + e207 · abcdηegηfiηhkηjlηpq
+ e208 · abcdηegηfiηhkηjpηlq + e209 · abcdηegηfiηhpηjkηlq + e210 · abcdηegηfpηhqηikηjl
+ e211 · abcdηeiηfjηgkηhlηpq + e212 · abcdηeiηfjηgkηhpηlq + e213 · abcdηeiηfkηgjηhlηpq
+ e214 · abefηcgηdhηikηjlηpq + e215 · abefηcgηdhηikηjpηlq + e216 · abefηcgηdiηhkηjlηpq
+ e217 · abefηcgηdiηhkηjpηlq + e218 · abefηcgηdiηhpηjkηlq + e219 · abefηcgηdpηhqηikηjl
+ e220 · abefηciηdjηgkηhlηpq + e221 · abefηciηdjηgkηhpηlq + e222 · abefηciηdkηgjηhlηpq
+ e223 · abeiηcfηdjηgkηhlηpq + e224 · abeiηcfηdjηgkηhpηlq + e225 · abeiηcfηdkηgjηhlηpq
+ e226 · abeiηcfηdkηgjηhpηlq + e227 · abeiηcfηdkηglηhpηjq + e228 · abeiηcfηdpηgjηhkηlq
+ e229 · abeiηcfηdpηgkηhlηjq + e230 · abeiηcfηdpηgkηhqηjl + e231 · abepηcfηdiηgjηhkηlq
+ e232 · abijηceηdfηgkηhlηpq + e233 · abijηceηdfηgkηhpηlq + e234 · abijηceηdkηfpηglηhq
+ e235 · abipηceηdfηgjηhkηlq + e236 · abipηceηdfηgkηhlηjq + e237 · ijklηacηbdηegηfhηpq]
× ηprηqsHabcdHefghH ijkl,rs (A7)
Appendix B: Reduction
We used the Haskell library [7] in order to solve the previously obtained ansa¨tze for
diffeomorphism invariance (see also [2]). The source code and the solution are publicly
available [8]. We display the 16-dimensional solution for the Lagrangian up to second order,
with 16 undetermined constants k1, . . . , k16. For the solution of the third order, with 50
undetermined constants k1, . . . , k50, we point to the aforementioned reference.
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e1 = k1
e2 = k2
e3 = − 2k1 − 2
3
k2
e4 = 4k1 +
1
3
k2
e5 = k3
e6 = − 3k1 − 1
2
k2 − 3k3
e7 = k4
e8 = k5
e9 = k6
e10 = k7
e11 = k8
e12 =
1
2
k6 +
5
8
k7
e13 = − 16
3
k4 + 16k5 − 7
3
k6 − 5
12
k7 +
4
3
k8
e14 = − 8
3
k4 + 8k5 − 13
6
k6 − 11
24
k7 +
2
3
k8
e15 = k4 − 1
8
k6 − 23
32
k7 − 1
2
k8
e16 = k9
e17 = k10
e18 =
3
2
k4 +
3
4
k6 − 3
16
k7 + 3k9
e19 =
1
2
k4 +
1
4
k6 − 1
16
k7 + k9
e20 = − 1
4
k4 − 1
8
k6 +
1
32
k7 − 1
2
k9
e21 = k4 − 3k5 + 1
4
k6 − 3
16
k7 − 1
2
k8 + k9 − 3k10
e22 = k11
e23 = k12
e24 = k13
e25 = k14
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e26 = k6 +
3
4
k7 − k14
e27 = − k4 + 1
2
k7
e28 =
5
3
k4 +
5
12
k6 − 25
48
k7 − 2k11 − k12 − 2
3
k13 − 1
4
k14
e29 = k6 +
3
4
k7 − k14
e30 = − 4
3
k4 − 5
6
k6 +
1
24
k7 + 4k11 + 2k12 +
1
3
k13 +
1
2
k14
e31 = k15
e32 = k16
e33 = k4 − 1
2
k7 − 3k11 − 1
2
k13 − 6k15
e34 =
1
2
k6 +
3
8
k7 − 3
2
k12 − 1
2
k14 − 3k16
e35 = − 2k4 − k6 + 1
4
k7
e36 = − k4 + 1
2
k7 − 3
2
k12 − 1
2
k14 − 3k16
e37 =
1
12
k4 +
1
12
k6 +
1
48
k7 − 1
8
k12 − 1
24
k14 + k15 +
1
4
k16
e38 = − 2k4 + k7
e39 = − 2k6 − 3
2
k7
e40 = k4 +
1
2
k6 − 1
8
k7
Appendix C: Linearized field equations
1. Unconstrained equations
A three-plus-one split of the Lagrangian built from the ansa¨tze above and subsequent
variations w.r.t. the spatial perturbation variables introduced in Sect. III yields the pertur-
bative field equations for area metric gravity. We further split these equations into traceless
tensor, vector, and scalar parts and apply the gauge condition from Sect. III. This yields
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the linearized field equations for the scalar-trace and scalar-tracefree modes[
δL
δuαβ
]S-TF
= ∆αβ
[
s1A− s1
4
U˜ + s3V˜ + s4V¨ − s4
3
∆V + s6W¨ − s6
3
∆W
]
,[
δL
δvαβ
]S-TF
= ∆αβ
[
(s1 + 4s4)A+ (
s1
4
+ s4)U˜ + (
3s1
4
+ 3s4)V˜
+ s11V¨ − (s1
3
+
4s4
3
+ s11)∆V + s13V + s14W + s16W
]
,[
δL
δwαβ
]S-TF
= ∆αβ
[
4s6A+ s6U˜ + 3s6V˜
+ (−s6 + s14)V¨ − (s6
3
+ s14)∆V + s16V − (s1
4
+ s4 + s11)W − s13W
]
,[
δL
δuαβ
]S-TR
= γαβ
[
−2s1
3
∆A− s1
2
¨˜U +
s1
6
∆U˜ + (−3s1
4
+ s3)
¨˜V − 2s3
3
∆V˜
+
s1
3
∆V¨ +
2s4
9
∆∆V +
2s6
9
∆∆W
]
,[
δL
δvαβ
]S-TR
= γαβ
[
(−s1 + 4s3
3
)∆A+ (−3s1
4
+ s3)
¨˜U − 2s3
3
∆U˜
+s37
¨˜V − (3s1
2
− 2s3 + s37)∆V˜ + s39V˜
+(
s1
2
− 2s3
3
)∆V¨ + (
s1
6
+
2s3
9
+
2s4
3
)∆∆V +
2s6
3
∆∆W
]
,[
δL
δbα
]S
= ∂α∂t
[
−2s1U˜ + (−3s1 + 4s3)V˜ + (4s1
3
+
8s4
3
)∆V +
8s6
3
∆W
]
,
δL
δA
= − 2s1∆U˜ + (−3s1 + 4s3)∆V˜ + (4s1
3
+
8s4
3
)∆∆V +
8s6
3
∆∆W,
(C1)
which depend on 10 independent combinations si of the 16 undetermined constants ki,
s1 = 2k6 +
3
2
k7,
s3 =
3
2
k6 +
9
8
k7 − 6k12 − 2k14,
s4 = − 1
2
k6 − 3
8
k7 − 1
2
k14,
s6 = k6 +
3
4
k7 − 3k12 − k14 − 6k16,
s11 =
1
2
k6 +
11
8
k7 + 2k8 − 2k13 − 1
2
k14,
s13 = − 2k2,
s14 = − 2k4 + 24k5 − k6 − 3
4
k7 + 4k8 − 12k9 + 24k10 − 24k11 − 6k12 − 4k13 (C2)
− 2k14 − 48k15 − 12k16,
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s16 = − 24k1 − 4k2 − 24k3,
s37 = − 24k5 + 2k6 + 5
2
k7 − 4k8 + 24k11 − 12k12 + 4k13 − 4k14,
s39 = 24k1 + 4k2. (C3)
A subset of 7 constants si governs the field equations for the vector modes,[
δL
δuαβ
]V
= ∂t∂(α
[
s1Bβ) − 2s4U˙β) − 2s6 µνβ) Uµ,ν + 2s6W˙β) + (−
s1
2
− 2s4) µνβ) Wµ,ν
]
,[
δL
δvαβ
]V
= ∂(α
[
(−s1 − 4s4)B˙β) + 4s6 µνβ) Bµ,ν
+ (s1 + 4s4 + 2s11)U¨β) + (−3s1
2
− 6s4 − 2s11)∆Uβ) + 2s6 µνβ) U˙µ,ν + 2s13Uβ)
+2s14Wβ) + 2s16Wβ)
]
,[
δL
δwαβ
]V
= ∂(α
[
+4s6B˙β) + (s1 + 4s4)
µν
β) Bµ,ν
+ (2s6 + 2s14)U¨β) − 2s14∆Uβ) + (s1
2
+ 2s4)
µν
β) U˙µ,ν + 2s16Uβ)
+(−3s1
2
− 6s4 − 2s11)Wβ) − 2s13Wβ)
]
,[
δL
δbα
]V
= ∆
[
2s1Bα − 4s4U˙α − 4s6 µνα Uµ,ν + 4s6W˙α + (−s1 − 4s4) µνα Wµ,ν
]
,
(C4)
as well as the traceless tensor modes[
δL
δuαβ
]TT
=
s1
4
Uαβ
+ (
s1
4
+ s4)V¨αβ + (
s1
4
+ s4)∆Vαβ − 2s6 µν(α V˙β)µ,ν
+ s6W¨αβ + s6∆Wαβ + (
s1
2
+ 2s4)
µν
(α W˙β)µ,ν ,[
δL
δvαβ
]TT
= (
s1
4
+ s4)U¨αβ + (
s1
4
+ s4)∆Uαβ + 2s6
µν
(α U˙β)µ,ν
+ (
s1
4
+ s4 + s11)Vαβ + s13Vαβ + s14Wαβ + s16Wαβ,[
δL
δwαβ
]TT
= s6U¨αβ + s6∆Uαβ − (s1
2
+ 2s4)
µν
(α U˙β)µ,ν
+ s14Vαβ + s16Vαβ − (s1
4
+ s4 + s11)Wαβ − s13Wαβ.
(C5)
Note that the Noether identities [33] 0 = ∂t
δL
δA
− ∂α δLδbα and 0 = ∂t δLδbα − 4∂β δLδuαβ are easily
verified.
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2. Constrained equations
As discussed in Sect. III, the field equations exhibit behavior we deem of unphysical
phenomenology for a theory which shall only introduce refinements to Einstein gravity.
First, the scalar equations (C1) yield, among short-ranging Yukawa corrections, long-ranging
Coulomb corrections to the linearized Schwarzschild solution, except for
s1 + 4s4 = 0 and s6 = 0. (C6)
Constraining the theory to this sector yields the scalar field equations[
δL
δuαβ
]S-TF
= ∆αβ
[
s1A− s1
4
U˜ + s3V˜ − s1
4
V¨ +
s1
12
∆V
]
,[
δL
δvαβ
]S-TF
= ∆αβ [s11V + s13V + s14W + s16W ] ,[
δL
δwαβ
]S-TF
= ∆αβ [s14V + s16V − s11W − s13W ] ,[
δL
δuαβ
]S-TR
= γαβ
[
−2s1
3
∆A− s1
2
¨˜U +
s1
6
∆U˜ + (−3s1
4
+ s3)
¨˜V − 2s3
3
∆V˜
+
s1
3
∆V¨ − s1
18
∆∆V
]
,[
δL
δvαβ
]S-TR
= γαβ
[
(−s1 + 4s3
3
)∆A+ (−3s1
4
+ s3)
¨˜U − 2s3
3
∆U˜
+s37
¨˜V − (3s1
2
− 2s3 + s37)∆V˜ + s39V˜
+(
s1
2
− 2s3
3
)∆V¨ +
2s3
9
∆∆V
]
,[
δL
δbα
]S
= ∂α∂t
[
−2s1U˜ + (−3s1 + 4s3)V˜ + 2s1
3
∆V
]
,
δL
δA
= − 2s1∆U˜ + (−3s1 + 4s3)∆V˜ + 2s1
3
∆∆V,
(C7)
the vector field equations[
δL
δuαβ
]V
=
s1
2
∂t∂(α
[
2Bβ) + U˙β)
]
,[
δL
δvαβ
]V
= 2∂(α
[
s11Uβ) + s13Uβ) + s14Wβ) + s16Wβ)
]
,[
δL
δwαβ
]V
= 2∂(α
[
s14Uβ) + s16Uβ) − s11Wβ) − s13Wβ)
]
,[
δL
δbα
]V
= s1∆
[
2Bα + U˙α
]
,
(C8)
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and the traceless tensor field equations[
δL
δuαβ
]TT
=
s1
4
Uαβ,[
δL
δvαβ
]TT
= s11Vαβ + s13Vαβ + s14Wαβ + s16Wαβ,[
δL
δwαβ
]TT
= s14Vαβ + s16Vαβ − s11Wαβ − s13Wαβ.
(C9)
As explained in Sect. III, the coupled wave equations of the kind
u = s11ϕ+ s13ϕ+ s14ψ + s16ψ,
v = s14ϕ+ s16ϕ− s11ψ − s13ψ
(C10)
lead to diverging behavior of solutions, unless
s13s14 − s11s16 = 0. (C11)
We thus enforce s16 = s13s14/s11 and arrive at a phenomenologically relevant subsector of
the unconstrained linearized theory with only 7 independent gravitational constants left.
Of these 7 constants, 5 combinations appear in the linearized Schwarzschild solution (61)
and the gravitational-wave solutions (110) and (116), two constants which play the role of
masses in wave equations or screened Poisson equations,
µ2 =
8s1s39
9s21 − 24s1s3 + 8s1s37 + 16s23
and ν2 =
s11s13 + s14s16
s211 + s
2
14
, (C12)
and three other constants
α =
1
2s1
,
β =
(3s1 + 4s3)
2
6s1(9s21 − 24s1s3 + 8s1s37 + 16s23)
,
γ =
−8(3s1 + 4s3)
6(9s21 − 24s1s3 + 8s1s37 + 16s23)
.
(C13)
Cadabra, Mathematica, and Maple code assisting calculations in this section is
publicly available at [8].
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